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How do people make legal judgments based on complex bodies of interrelated evidence? This paper outlines a novel framework for evidential reasoning using causal idioms. These idioms are based on the qualitative graphical component of Bayesian networks, and are tailored to the legal context. They can be combined and reused to model complex bodies of legal evidence. This approach is applied to witness and alibi testimony, and is illustrated with a real legal case. We show how the framework captures critical aspects of witness reliability, and the potential interrelations between witness reliabilities and other hypotheses and evidence. We report a brief empirical study on the interpretation of alibi evidence, and show that people’s intuitive inferences fit well with the qualitative aspects of the idiom-based framework.
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1. Introduction

In everyday life, as well as in more specialised contexts such as legal or medical decision-making, people make judgments based on complex bodies of interrelated evidence. What psychological processes do people use, and how do these relate to formal methods of evidence evaluation? In this paper, we focus on the context of legal arguments, and present a general framework for evidential reasoning based on the Bayesian network (BN) approach. The application of Bayesian methods to legal and forensic reasoning is not new (Tillers and Green 1988; Edwards 1991; Schum 1994; Robertson and Vignaux 1995; Kadane and Schum 1996; Dawid and Evett 1997; Taroni, Aitken, Garbolino, and Biedermann 2006), but there are few principled guidelines for modelling real-world cases. We present a novel approach based on causal idioms – a method that breaks down the modelling problem into manageable chunks (Neil, Fenton and Nielsen 2000). These idioms are the building blocks for legal reasoning, and reflect generic inference patterns that are ubiquitous in legal argument. They can be combined and reused to capture complex bodies of evidence and hypotheses. A key feature of these idioms is that they represent qualitative causal structures. This reflects the centrality in legal contexts of the qualitative notions of relevance and dependence. The idioms correspond to the graphical part of BNs, and make no precise commitments about the underlying quantitative probabilities. Indeed an important assumption of this framework is that qualitative causal structure is the primary vehicle for representation. We will illustrate the legal idiom approach by applying it to witness and alibi testimony. We will show how the framework captures critical aspects of witness reliability, and the potential interrelations between witness reliabilities and other evidence in a legal case.

The idiom-based approach is primarily intended as a normative and prescriptive theory of evidential reasoning. However, we believe it also has the potential to capture important aspects of
a descriptive theory, in particular people’s ability to integrate interrelated bodies of evidence and draw probabilistic conclusions. After outlining the core features of the framework, we report a brief empirical study that shows that people’s intuitive judgments conform to some subtle aspects of the theory. This finding fits well with other on-going psychological research work in legal reasoning and argumentation (Hahn and Oaksford 2007; Harris and Hahn 2009; Corner, Hahn and Oaksford 2011; Jarvstad and Hahn 2011; Lagnado 2011). The idiom-based framework also meshes with central tenets of the story model of juror decision-making (Pennington and Hastie 1986, 1992). We believe that the BN framework, supplemented with the notion of causal idioms, represents a further step towards understanding how people reason about evidence.

We base our discussion around the following example:

A young man robs a minicab driver at knifepoint. The assailant runs off into a nearby block of flats. A few days later the police apprehend a local suspect. The minicab driver picks out the suspect in an identification parade. When interviewed by the police, the suspect insists he is innocent, and has been mistakenly identified. In court, the suspect does not give evidence, but his grandmother supplies an alibi. She claims that he was at home with her at the time of the crime. However, under cross-examination, the alibi is severely undermined. The grandmother cannot pinpoint the precise night in question, and is unclear about the date or day of week. The suspect is convicted of robbery.

An appeal is launched on the basis that the trial judge failed to explain to the jury that a false alibi does not automatically imply that the suspect is guilty. The appeal court rules that the judge’s failure to give a direction on alibi evidence had a significant impact on the jury’s decision-making. In particular, the court argues that the collapse of the grandmother’s alibi led to unwarranted inferences about the guilt of the defendant. The defendant’s conviction is thus quashed.

This real-world case (R v Pemberton 1994) raises various inferential issues that are critical in legal contexts but also play an important role in everyday reasoning about social interactions. What inferences can legitimately be drawn from the discovery that someone’s testimony is flawed? How does this information combine with other pieces of evidence? These questions have both a normative and descriptive flavour. One would like to know what inferences the evidence justifies, but also what inferences people (especially jurors) typically make. Indeed, the purpose of a judge’s instructions about alibi evidence is precisely to guard against the possibility that jurors make inappropriate ‘adverse’ inferences when an alibi collapses (Dennis 2007; Crown Court Benchbook 2010).

In the first part of this paper, we use this example to illustrate the idiom-based framework, and show how it can deal with various evidential subtleties that elude more simplistic formal approaches. In the second part, we present a brief empirical study based on this case, which shows that people’s intuitive judgments are readily modelled within the BN framework. Finally, we link the idiom-based approach to previous psychological work on legal decision-making.

2. Bayesian networks

This paper uses BNs to formalise the probabilistic relations between hypotheses and items of evidence, and show what inferences are licensed, given an assumed model and the available evidence. BNs provide a normative model for evidential reasoning (Pearl 1988), and thus serve as a benchmark against which to assess human inference. More recently, they have been applied in legal contexts to model probabilistic inference from complex bodies of evidence (Taroni et al. 2006; Hepler, Dawid and Leucari 2007; Fenton and Neil 2011; Lagnado 2011, 2012; Fenton, Neil and Lagnado 2012).

BNs afford compact representations of the probabilistic relations between multiple variables. A BN is made up of two components: a graph structure that represents the qualitative relations between variables, and node probability tables (NPTs) for each variable that quantify these
Figure 1. BN of crime example.

relations. The nodes in the graph represent the variables of interest, which can be binary or multi-valued, and the directed links represent the causal or evidentiary links between these variables. The graph structure of a BN captures the set of conditional and unconditional probabilistic dependencies that hold in the variable set. This structure determines whether one variable is relevant to another variable, either directly or indirectly. Such questions of relevance are crucial in legal and forensic contexts (Taroni et al. 2006; Dennis 2007).

A BN graph for our legal example is depicted in Figure 1. It shows how the key pieces of evidence and crime-related hypotheses can be represented in a network of variables. In subsequent sections, we will show how this graph is generated from the case information, using an idiom-based approach.

A node’s NPT codifies the probability of each of its possible values, conditional on the values of its parent nodes. Any node without parents has an NPT that corresponds to its prior probability distribution. Once values for all the NPTs are given, the BN is fully ‘parameterized’. A parameterised BN can be used for a wide variety of probabilistic inferences. It can be used to calculate the probabilities of different hypotheses, given the available evidence, and also to predict the probable states of evidence variables not yet observed. Moreover, it can be used to answer various ‘what-if’ questions – such as the probability of attaining specific evidence if one supposes that a certain hypothesis is true (or false); and the probability of a crime hypothesis if one supposes that an evidential test turns out positive (or negative).

2.1. **Markov condition**

The defining property of a BN is that its variables satisfy the *Markov condition* (see Pearl 1988). Informally, this states that any variable in the BN graph is independent of all other variables (except its descendants) conditional on its parents. The Markov condition allows the joint probability distribution (of the variables in the BN) to be factorised in a more efficient and computationally tractable way, by taking advantage of the conditional independencies in the BN. This can greatly simplify probabilistic inferences and Bayesian updating. It allows for an encapsulated representation of a probability model without the need to store the full probability distribution across all variables. This is particularly important for large-scale networks, and affords great savings in storage and more efficient inference.

2.2. **Bayesian updating and likelihood ratios**

In essence, BNs generalise the principles of Bayesian reasoning to sets of interconnected variables. Central to Bayesian reasoning is the role of *likelihood ratios* to quantify the strength of evidence
for (or against) a hypothesis, and the use of Bayes’ rule to update one’s belief in a hypothesis, given new evidence. We will give a brief review of these concepts, showing how they are fundamental to the construction and use of BNs. Consider a simple two-variable network, where there is a directed link from a hypothesis \((H)\) to an item of evidence \((E)\), as shown in Figure 2. In this generic example, both the hypothesis and evidence variables are binary-valued (either true or false).

The link from \(H\) to \(E\) represents the assumption that the probability of the evidence depends on the truth status of the hypothesis – more precisely, that the probability of the evidence, given that the hypothesis is true, \(P(E|H)\), is different to (either greater or less than) the probability of the evidence, given that the hypothesis is false, \(P(E|\sim H)\). The standard way to quantify the strength of this link is in terms of the likelihood ratio, which is the ratio of these two conditional probabilities:

\[
\text{Likelihood ratio (LR)} = \frac{P(E|H)}{P(E|\sim H)}.
\]

In other words, the LR compares the probability of the evidence assuming that the hypothesis is true with the probability of the evidence assuming that the hypothesis is false. The requisite information for determining the likelihood ratio is contained in the NPT for the evidence node. The likelihood ratio produces a scale for the strength of evidence \(E\): numbers greater than 1 represent positive evidence for \(H\), the higher the number, the greater the support; numbers less than one (bounded by zero) represent evidence against \(H\), the lower the fraction the more the evidence supports \(\sim H\). Finally, an LR = 1 represents evidence neither for nor against \(H\) (and in the simple two-variable model, this means there is no need for a link between \(H\) and \(E\)).

As well as quantifying the strength of the link between hypothesis and evidence, the LR dictates how much one should update one’s beliefs in \(H\), given new evidence \(E\). This is achieved via Bayes’ rule, which is a basic theorem of the probability calculus. Bayes’ rule provides a formal procedure for moving from one’s prior belief in \(H\) (without evidence \(E\)), to a posterior belief (with new evidence \(E\)). For simplicity, we will use the odds version of Bayes’ rule here:

\[
\text{Posterior odds} = \text{prior odds} \times \text{likelihood ratio}.
\]

In general, the odds of any event \(K\) is simply the probability of \(K\) being true divided by the probability of \(K\) being false, i.e. \(P(K)/P(\sim K) = P(H)/(1 - P(K))\). So, for the hypothesis \(H\), we have the following:

\[
\text{Prior odds} = \frac{P(H)}{P(\sim H)} = \frac{P(H)}{1 - P(H)},
\]

where the prior probability \(P(H)\) is given in the NPT for \(H\). So, by Bayes’ rule to arrive at the posterior odds of \(H\), we simply multiply the prior odds by the LR.

In sum, Bayes’ rule tells us how to update our prior belief in the hypothesis, given new evidence. In the simple case of a BN with only two variables, a directed link from hypothesis to evidence represents a probabilistic relation that is quantified by the likelihood ratio. The NPTs for the
hypothesis and evidence nodes gives a full parameterisation of the BN, and allows one to answer a range of probabilistic queries. For example, before finding out about the evidence E, we can calculate the probability of the evidence being true; and once we find out the status of the evidence, we can then update our probability for the hypothesis. We will illustrate the process of the BN computation in a worked example below.

3. The idiom-based approach

BNs have been successfully applied to a variety of real-world domains (see Pourret, Naim and Marcot 2008). They have also made inroads into forensic applications, most typically with regard to DNA evidence (Dawid and Evett 1997; Taroni et al. 2006). Two major problems arise when applying the standard BN approach to legal inference: (i) dealing with large numbers of variables; (ii) the lack of principled guidelines for constructing appropriate BN models. These two problems are tackled by adopting an idiom-based approach (Neil et al. 2000; Fenton et al. 2012).

The central idea behind the idiom-based approach is that large-scale inferential problems can be decomposed into a set of manageable components, each of which corresponds to a common inference schema. These schemas are termed idioms, and correspond to the basic building blocks that can be combined and reused to model complex multi-variable problems. The idioms themselves are generic, but they can be used to generate case-specific networks that retain the key inferential structure. Applied to the legal context, these idioms are tailored to the constraints and demands of legal enquiry – for example, focusing on questions of motive, means and opportunity, and issues of witness testimony and reliability. Most of these idioms are based on representations of causal processes that operate in a typical legal case. These include events and processes that occur prior, during and subsequent to the crime, and involve the behaviours of a range of agents such as the perpetrator, victim, witnesses, investigators, lawyers etc. Every crime case will involve a unique configuration of particular details, but the idiom-based approach allows us to apply generic inference patterns, and thus draw principled inferences. In the following sections, we will introduce some of the key legal idioms (see Fenton et al. 2012, for a fuller account) and apply them to our legal example.

3.1. Evidence idiom

This is the most basic idiom, and involves the relation between a hypothesis and an item of evidence. We have already introduced this generic model in the section above. In the legal context, a typical hypothesis would be a proposition relevant to the case, either a legal proposition that needs to be proved, such as whether the accused committed the crime in question, or a peripheral proposition that is relevant to the ultimate proposition, such as motive or opportunity. The evidence is typically an observation statement or report presented in court (or during the investigation), such as a witness testimony or a report from an expert. A directed link from the hypothesis to the evidence represents the causal process whereby the hypothesis generates the evidence.

To illustrate with our legal example: one critical hypothesis is the proposition that the suspect committed the robbery (which is either true or false). This proposition, if true, is a potential cause of the identification evidence given by the victim. In probabilistic terms, the truth of this hypothesis would raise the probability of a positive ID report, whereas the falsity of this hypothesis would lower the probability of a positive ID report. Conversely, (via Bayes’ rule), a positive ID report raises the probability that the suspect committed the crime, and a negative ID report lowers the probability of the suspect having committed the crime. Note that the probabilistic inferences can run both from causes to effects, and from effects to causes, but the BN representation captures the presumed causal direction in the world: hypothesis (cause) → evidence (effect).
The simple example of the evidence idiom is depicted in Figure 3. To see how Bayesian updating works in this case, we will use some hypothetical probabilities. Suppose that one’s prior probability that the suspect committed the crime is $1/100$. (This might be justified on the assumption that there are 99 other youths in the area that could have committed the crime). This prior probability is shown in the NPT for the hypothesis node in Figure 3. Furthermore, suppose that the probability of the minicab driver identifying the suspect, given that the suspect did commit the crime, $P(E|H)$, is 0.9, whereas the probability of the minicab driver identifying the suspect, given that the suspect did not commit the crime, $P(E|\sim H)$, is 0.1. These values are shown in the NPT for the evidence node in Figure 3. This gives a likelihood ratio of 9 (for the purposes of Bayesian updating here, it is only the ratio that matters, not the absolute numbers given for each probability). Applying Bayes’ rule to these figures results in posterior odds $1:99 \times 9 = 1:11$, and therefore a posterior probability $= 1/12 = 8.33\%$. This is still a relatively small probability, but the ID evidence has raised one’s prior probability by a factor of almost 10. (The updated BN is shown in Figure 4.)

This example highlights the fact that a positive ID is not conclusive evidence that the suspect is guilty (far from it) – and that one’s belief in this proposition depends on one’s prior beliefs as well as the likelihood ratio for the evidence. A crucial component of the likelihood ratio is the probability of getting the evidence even if the suspect is not guilty. In the simple two-variable BN model, alternative possible causes of a positive ID are not explicitly represented. This is restrictive because there might be several distinct factors that can lead to a false positive ID, and it might be important to distinguish between these alternative causes (as we shall see below). Moreover, there might be other evidence in the case that is relevant to only one of these alternative causes. To overcome these issues, it is useful to represent alternative causes explicitly, as separate nodes in the BN.

### 3.2. Evidence reliability idiom

The evidence–reliability idiom introduces an additional node to represent the reliability of the evidence statement. It makes it explicit that the evidence report is fallible, and that there are other causal factors that can influence the production of the evidence report, and indeed can lead to a
positive report even when the hypothesis is false (see Bovens and Hartmann 2003, for a similar BN approach to modelling reliability in epistemology and philosophy of science, and Friedman 1987, for BN-like approach in legal contexts).

The evidence–reliability idiom captures the fact that any measuring process is imperfect. The reliability node moderates the extent to which the evidence report produced by the measuring process is an accurate reflection of the true status of the hypothesis. In the limiting case, with a fully reliable measuring process, the status of the hypothesis guarantees the status of the evidence report, and vice-versa. However, real measuring devices will always have some degree of fallibility. This is particularly true when the measuring device is human testimony. Aside from being notoriously fallible, the case of human testimony introduces additional complexity because human witnesses are sometimes motivated to deceive. (This latter situation is discussed below in an extension of the evidence–reliability idiom.)

To start with, we will focus on the simple case where the reliability of the evidence report is assumed to be causally independent of the target hypothesis. This gives us a BN structure with two parent (causal) nodes for the evidence report (see Figure 5). This model represents situations where there are two (non-exclusive) causal factors that can contribute to the evidence report. This can be applied to the legal example above. There are two potential causes of the victim’s testimony: the suspect was indeed the person who threatened the victim (the crime hypothesis), or the victim was mistaken in their identification (the reliability hypothesis). Although these two causes furnish alternative explanations they are not mutually exclusive. It is possible that the suspect threatened the victim and that the victim’s testimony is unreliable. In this BN model, we assume that the causal variables are (unconditionally) independent – that prior to the testimony evidence, the probability of the victim being reliable is independent of whether or not the suspect committed the crime (this seems a reasonable assumption in this situation). However, once the testimony evidence is given, the two cause variables become conditionally dependent – they compete to explain the evidence.

To calculate the impact of the testimony evidence on the two potential explanations, we need to know (or estimate) their prior probabilities, and the conditional probabilities of the testimony evidence, given all the possible states of the causes (parents). In the legal example, we make the simplifying assumption that the victim is either reliable or not (i.e. the variable Reliable is either true or false). Thus, there are four possible states: (i) suspect did commit crime and victim reliable (H&R), (ii) suspect did not commit crime and victim reliable (¬H&R), (iii) suspect did commit crime and victim not reliable (H&¬R), (iv) suspect did not commit crime and victim not reliable (¬H&¬R). We thus need to know the probability of the testimony evidence, conditional on each of these four possible states. These correspond to the four entries needed for the NPT for the evidence variable. We will make the following intuitive assumptions. We assume that if the victim is reliable, he gives a positive report if the hypothesis is true, (i.e. \[ P(E|H&R) = 1 \]), and

![Figure 5. Evidence–reliability idiom applied to legal example (R = reliability).](image-url)
a negative report if the hypothesis is false, (i.e. $P(E|\neg H&R) = 0$). If the victim is unreliable, we assume that his testimony does not depend on whether or not the suspect is guilty. Here we simply assign equal conditional probabilities, $P(E|H&\neg R) = P(E|\neg H&R) = 0.5$. This corresponds to the assumption that if the victim is unreliable, he randomly decides between a positive or negative ID report.

To complete the parameterisation of the BN model, we need to assign priors for the hypothesis that the suspect committed the crime (e.g. 1/100 as above), and for the witness being reliable. We will suppose that the prior probability for the victim’s reliability is $8/10$. Given the fully specified BN model (see Figure 5), we can compute various probabilities. In the absence of any evidence report, and using just the prior probability information, the probability of receiving a positive ID report is 10.8% (see Figure 6(a)). Once a positive evidence report is given, the probability of the suspect being guilty rises to 8.33%, but the probability that the witness is reliable drops to 7.41% (see Figure 6(b)). This captures the fact that the unreliability of the witness is a more plausible explanation for the positive ID report than the suspect being guilty.

We can also answer various ‘what-if’ questions. For example, suppose that we knew that the witness was unreliable. This would reduce the probability that the suspect is guilty back to the value it took prior to the evidence report because the evidence report no longer gives any information about whether the suspect committed the crime (see Figure 7(a)). On the other hand, suppose that we knew for sure that the witness was reliable. Then the probability that the suspect is guilty increases to one, because the witness is fully reliable (see Figure 7(b)).
As noted above, a critical feature of this BN model is that although, prior to knowing the status of the evidence report, the two hypotheses (suspect guilty or witness unreliable) are independent, once we know the status of the report, the two hypotheses become dependent, and compete to explain the evidence. This pattern of inference is known as ‘explaining away’ and is naturally captured within the BN framework (and is less readily modelled by other formal systems). It is ubiquitous in the legal context, because it provides the template for the claims and rebuttals characteristic of much of the evidence presented in court.

Although, we have illustrated the evidence–reliability idiom with an example of the eyewitness testimony, the idiom applies equally to evidence generated by any type of measurement procedure (e.g. CCTV, DNA and other forensic evidence). However, even where the measuring procedure seems more ‘objective’ than human testimony, the interpretation and presentation of an evidential report will typically (always?) involve some element of human judgment, and is thus susceptible to many of the same qualifications as human testimony. For example, the statement of a DNA or fingerprint match ultimately relies on an expert judgment. In some situations, it might be important to distinguish between reliabilities of the measurement process itself and the human expert, even for the same piece of evidence. For instance, the reliability of the process of generating a DNA profile as well as the reliability of the process of interpreting the profiles (see Fenton et al. 2012 for more details).

3.3. Opportunity and motive idioms

Opportunity and motive are typically considered to be important precursors to most crimes. Thus, for crimes such as assault, rape, burglary, and in most cases of murder, opportunity is a pre-requisite for someone to be found guilty. If the defendant was not at the crime scene, then they could not have committed the crime. While it is not crucial to prove the motive in order to find a defendant guilty, it too is often a key part of the case against the defendant. From a BN perspective, what is distinctive about both opportunity and motive is that they are causal pre-conditions for guilt, and thus need to be modelled as parent variables to the main crime hypothesis. This is shown in Figure 8. It is also important to separate out hypotheses about motive or opportunity, from the evidence reported to support (or undermine) these hypotheses. And this evidence in turn can be subject to questions of reliability. These relations are depicted by the evidence and reliability nodes in the Figure 8.

In our legal example, the minicab driver’s testimony was directly relevant to the main hypothesis that the suspect committed the crime, whereas the grandmother’s testimony was about opportunity. This corresponds to the legal distinction between direct and circumstantial evidence. We will illustrate the key role of opportunity evidence when we discuss the legal example in more detail below.
3.4. **Reliability unpacked (into sensitivity, objectivity and veracity)**

So far we have introduced a single variable, reliability, to cover the possibility that an evidence source is inaccurate. However, the concept of reliability is ambiguous, and there are several different ways in which a source of evidence can be unreliable. Schum (1994) distinguishes three separate components of reliability: (i) observational sensitivity (accuracy), (ii) objectivity, and (iii) veracity.²

The notion of observational sensitivity corresponds most closely to the use of reliability in the section above. It applies both to human and mechanical measurement devices, and concerns the degree to which the detector is able to measure the status of the hypothesis (and distinguish this from the noise inherent in the measurement process). In the case of human testimony, observational sensitivity is often dependent on factors such as the viewing conditions, the perceptual capabilities of the observer, the expertise of the observer etc. In our legal example, this might correspond to the poorly lit street, the hoodie worn by the assailant, and the disorientation of the victim during the crime. These are factors that might affect how well the witness encoded the crime incident, but there will also be various factors that might affect the victim’s recall of this information when he has to identify the culprit in the ID parade.

Schum’s notion of objectivity refers to the belief formation process (rather than just sensory perception). What distinguishes it from observational sensitivity is the possibility of a systematic bias in the belief formation process of the witness, independent of how sensitive is their perceptual apparatus. Thus, a witness might over-interpret the sensory information he receives due to strong prior expectations, or some kind of response bias. It is important to note that this lack of objectivity is not deceitful – it is a function of the belief formation process of the witness, and the influence of the context. For example, a witness at an ID parade might have an expectation that the culprit must be in the line-up, and thus develop a response bias to make a positive ID, even when he is not sure. This is an honest mistake (on the part of the witness), but one that can be encouraged by the manner in which the ID parade is conducted (e.g. sequential versus simultaneous presentation, instructions to the witness, the make-up of the line-up, see Wells ref). Similarly, an expert witness can be susceptible to objectivity bias when making a forensic judgment due to other available knowledge about the case. For example, fingerprint experts have been shown to be biased by external information that is not strictly relevant to their match judgment (Dror and Charlton 2006). Here again the bias is not wilful, but due to the belief/decision-making process and the effect of context.

The notion of veracity is perhaps the most distinctive issue raised by witness testimony, especially when the witness has a stake in the outcome of the legal process. The suspicion that a witness might be lying is especially pertinent when the suspect, or someone partial to the suspect, is providing testimony. This explains why alibi evidence from a close relative or friend is generally treated with great caution, if not outright disbelief (Gooderson 1977). The alibi provider in such cases has a strong motivation to lie in order to protect the suspect. The question of veracity is typically independent of the other two sources of inaccuracy. A witness can be honest (or dishonest) irrespective of whether they are observationally sensitive or objective.

A more comprehensive approach to modelling reliability takes these three separate components of reliability into account. In the fuller BN idiom, each component is represented as a separate parent node of the evidence report (see Figure 9). Along with the hypothesis that is the subject of the evidence report, each of these variables is a potential causal factor relevant to the evidence report. This does not mean that reliability always needs to be unpacked into all three variables, sometimes it will suffice to work with just one or two of these variables.

Representing the separate components of reliability allows us to clarify how different pieces of evidence might impact on different aspects of a witness’s reliability. For example, in court a witness
Figure 9. BN idiom for three components of reliability: observational sensitivity, objectivity and veracity. Note in this model the evidence report concerns the question of opportunity.

report might be countered on the grounds that the witness is dishonest or has poor observational sensitivity (or both). Each of these issues might require a different kind of evidence. Thus, evidence of dishonesty might come from a poor character reference whereas evidence of observational insensitivity might come from eye-test results. Analysing reliability into subcomponents also allows us to capture additional probabilistic links that might be disguised at a coarser level of representation. This is particularly apposite when a witness’s honesty is in question.

3.5. Alibi idiom

A distinctive feature of veracity is that it will sometimes depend on the truth status of the crime hypothesis; this is especially likely when someone partial to the defendant provides the testimony. The classic example of this is alibi testimony. If true, an alibi absolves the suspect of guilt, because it rules out the opportunity for committing the crime (here we are ignoring crimes that they can commit remotely). This is captured in the NPT for guilt, where the probability of committing some crimes, given no opportunity, would be zero, see above). However, when the suspect, or a close friend or relative of the suspect, supplies the alibi, it is natural to suppose that they have a strong motivation to lie to protect themselves. In addition, one might suppose that this inclination to lie is greater if the suspect is in fact guilty rather than innocent. (This is not always a valid supposition to make, but seems reasonable as a default assumption, see below for more discussion).

Because of this distinctive feature, we term this the alibi idiom – although it is not restricted to alibi evidence, and can apply to any kind of witness testimony. The key novelty is that there is a potential link from the crime hypothesis to the reliability (veracity) of the testimony report. This is depicted in Figure 10, where there is a direct link from the guilty hypothesis (‘suspect committed crime’ node) to the node representing the veracity of the witness. This link corresponds to the assumption that the witness is more likely to lie in their testimony if the defendant is guilty rather than innocent.

There is an important qualification here – the viability of a link from the crime hypothesis to veracity will depend on the knowledge or beliefs of the witness. When the alibi witness is the suspect, we can assume that the suspect knows whether or not he is guilty, and this justifies the link from guilt to veracity. However, in cases where the alibi witness does not know whether or not the suspect is guilty, this link is less plausible. It will depend on other knowledge possessed by the witness. On one hand, imagine an alibi witness who is partial to the suspect, but does not
know whether the suspect is guilty, and no reason to believe either way. In this situation, the link from guilt to veracity seems implausible: whether or not the witness decides to lie is independent of whether the suspect is guilty. On the other hand, consider an alibi witness who does not know for sure if the suspect is guilty, but has suspicions, based on evidence he has observed, that the suspect is indeed guilty. In this case, the veracity of the witness might still depend on whether the suspect is guilty. There is an indirect link from guilt to veracity via the evidence observed by the witness (see Figure 10).

An important consequence of the alibi idiom is that the discovery that an alibi witness has presented a false alibi can have a double-effect on judgments about the probability that the suspect is guilty. For example, suppose that a suspect in an assault case presents an alibi. If the police uncover independent evidence that the suspect was at the crime scene (e.g. via CCTV evidence), then not only is the suspect’s alibi undermined, but the police also know that the suspect is lying. This is doubly incriminating – the suspect has been placed at the crime scene (and has opportunity), but has also been caught out as giving a false alibi. It is natural to take this lie as further evidence of his guilt. Indeed, this is exactly the ‘adverse’ inference that judges warn jurors about (see above). This does not make it an illegitimate inference, but marks it out as an inference that requires careful consideration (effectively requiring that jurors are sure about the assumptions they are making). The alibi idiom allows us to capture this important pattern of inference (see Lagnado 2011, for further details and BN models of different alibi contexts).

3.6. Combining the idioms

A key strength of the idiom-based approach is that a small set of idioms can be combined and reused to generate a model of the case and to support inferences about the likely explanations for the evidence. Our legal example can be modelled by using the evidence–reliability, alibi and opportunity idioms. The central crime hypothesis is whether or not the suspect committed the crime. There are two main pieces of evidence: the victim’s testimonial report that identified the defendant as the perpetrator, and the grandmother’s alibi statement that the defendant was with her at the time of the crime, and therefore could not have committed the robbery. The victim’s
testimony can be modelled using the evidence–reliability idiom, and further decomposed with reliability components of observational sensitivity, objectivity and veracity. The grandmother’s testimony concerns opportunity, and the reliability of this testimony can also be decomposed into the same three components. In addition, due to the partiality of the grandmother, there is an extra possible link from the crime hypothesis to the veracity of her statement. This corresponds to the alibi idiom. The full BN model is shown in Figure 11.

This model can be developed in several ways. In particular, there is additional evidence to consider arising from the grandmother’s flawed testimony. Recall that under cross-examination, the grandmother’s testimony was shown to be inconsistent: she failed to recall the precise night in question, and was unclear about the date or day of week. This could be evidence of her lack of sensitivity, objectivity or veracity, or some combination of all three (see Figure 12). How the jury interpreted this inconsistency was crucial to their final decision (as argued by the court of appeal). In stark terms, the jury seemed to believe that she was lying to protect her grandson rather than suffering from memory failure.

The alibi idiom highlights a further complication. Suppose that the grandmother was indeed lying to protect her grandson. This discovery is sufficient to undermine the alibi, but does not imply that the suspect is guilty. Another important question is whether the grandmother knows if her grandson is guilty. (And thus whether there is a link from guilt to veracity in the BN). This makes a difference to what inferences we can draw from her false alibi. If she does not know whether or not he is guilty, her lie is not diagnostic of guilt because the lie does not depend on whether or not he is guilty. However, if she does know, and we assume that she is more likely to lie if he is guilty than if he is innocent, then her lying is diagnostic of guilt.

4. Empirical study of alibi testimony

To explore whether people’s intuitive judgments conform to the BN model of alibi testimony presented in this paper, we constructed a short study based on the legal case in R v Pemberton (1994). The study examined the impact of a discredited alibi on people’s judgments of guilt, and in particular whether people draw different inferences according to whether they believe that a false alibi is due to a genuine mistake or an intentional lie. To investigate this question, two separate conditions were constructed: *Alibi 1*, where the false testimony was presented as a memory error, and *Alibi 2*, where it was presented as an intentional lie. Based on the BN analysis of the alibi
testimony given above, we predicted that in Alibi 1 people would discount the alibi testimony, but not increase their belief in the suspect’s guilt – the false alibi was sufficiently explained by the possibility of the memory error. In contrast, in Alibi 2, we predicted that the discredit of the alibi would increase participants’ judgments of guilt, because they believed that the grandmother was lying to protect her grandson (and that she was more likely to lie if he was guilty).

4.1. Method
The experiment was conducted online with 44 participants from the general population. They were instructed to imagine that they were jurors in a criminal case. They were split into two conditions: Alibi 1 or Alibi 2. In both conditions, participants received (i) the same background information about the case, and then (ii) the same alibi testimony from the grandmother (see Table 1 for summary). They then received information about the cross-examination of the grandmother (iii). In Alibi 1, this highlighted the fact that the grandmother was confused about the exact date; in Alibi 2, it was revealed that she had a train ticket showing she was not at home on the night in question. Participants made probability judgments about the suspect’s guilt after each piece of information, using a rating scale from 0 = definitely not guilty to 100 = definitely guilty. At the end of the task, they were also asked to judge: (a) the probability that the grandmother would have lied if she knew that her grandson was guilty, and (b) the probability that the grandmother would have lied if she knew that her grandson was innocent. They were also asked to rate the believability of the alibi.

4.2. Results and discussion
The mean ratings for each stage (i–iii) are shown in Figure 13. We analysed the two conditions separately. For Alibi 1, alibi judgments were lower than baseline ($t(21) = 2.72, p = 0.013$) and discredit judgments ($t(21) = 3.00, p = 0.007$), but there was no difference between baseline and discredit judgments ($t(21) = 0.84, p = 0.407$). For Alibi 2, alibi judgments were no different to
Table 1. Summary of information presented in alibi conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alibi condition 1</th>
<th>Alibi condition 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Background</strong></td>
<td>A minicab driver collected a man from Tooting. On the way, the passenger gave directions to an address in Brixton but the minicab driver refused and told the passenger to get out. The passenger then pulled out a knife, took ignition keys and money from the coin box. He disappeared between two blocks of flats. The police arrived and searched the area without success. Three hours later, the cab driver saw the man he believed robbed him come out of the flats. The cab driver followed him a little way until he disappeared. The suspect was collected from home fully clothed and lying in bed. At a subsequent identification parade, the cab driver picked out the suspect as the robber. When interviewed by the police after the parade, the suspect denied robbery, claiming that it was just mistaken identity, and that he had not been out that night because he was sick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alibi</strong></td>
<td>His grandmother, with whom he lived, gave evidence that he did not go out on the night in question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discredit of alibi</strong></td>
<td>Under cross-examination, the grandmother could not precisely remember the night in question. The prosecution lawyer claimed that the grandmother was lying in her alibi. Under cross-examination, the grand-mother could not precisely remember the night in question. A used return train ticket booked for the night in question was found suggesting that the grandmother was in Kent. The prosecution lawyer claimed that the grandmother was lying in her alibi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Additional rating questions</strong></td>
<td>(a) Do you think that the grandmother would have lied if she knew that her grandson HAD committed the robbery? (b) Do you think that the grandmother would have lied if she knew that her grandson HAD NOT committed the robbery? How much do you believe the alibi?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13. Mean probability of guilt ratings for the three stages of information; (i) baseline, (ii) alibi, (iii) discredit of alibi. *Alibi 1* condition on the left-hand side, *Alibi 2* condition on the right-hand side.

baseline ($t(21) = 0.58, p = 0.566$), but were lower than discredit judgments ($t(21) = 5.23, p = 0.001$). Of particular note, discredit judgments were higher than baseline judgments ($t(21) = 3.40, p = 0.003$).

The key finding is that in *Alibi 1*, the alibi discredit returned guilty ratings to the baseline level (false alibi explained as an innocent mistake), whereas in *Alibi 2*, the alibi discredit actually increased ratings above the baseline (false alibi explained as intentional deception). This interpretation is supported by the other judgments taken at the end of the task. In both conditions, participants judged that the grandmother was more likely to lie if she knew that her grandson was guilty ($m = 63.25$) rather than if she knew he was innocent ($m = 32.20$, $t(43) = 5.15$, $p = 0.001$); however, the believability of the alibi was rated more highly in *Alibi 1* ($m = 40.6$) than *Alibi 2* ($m = 28.7$, $t(21) = 2.56, p = 0.014$).
In sum, these results confirm the predictions based on the BN analysis given above. In Alibi 2, people draw an adverse inference from the false alibi, because their model of the evidence includes a link from guilt to veracity (see Figure 11), and they infer that the grandmother is lying in her alibi. In Alibi 1, people do not draw this adverse inference; they consider that the false alibi might have arisen from a genuine error.

5. Discussion

The idiom-based approach is primarily presented as a normative and prescriptive framework for reasoning about evidence. We have outlined some of the key idioms that apply to legal enquiry, and shown how they are based on rigorous patterns of probabilistic inference. A secondary goal of this paper is to argue that the idiom-based approach, and in particular its reliance on causal idioms, gives a guide to how people actually reason with complex bodies of evidence. We have provided a brief study to support this claim (see also Lagnado 2011), but clearly there is much more empirical work still to be done. However, we believe that the plausibility of the idiom-based approach as a cognitive model is also supported by earlier empirical studies in juror decision-making, especially those conducted by proponents of the story model (Pennington and Hastie 1986, 1992).

The story model argues that people evaluate legal evidence by constructing causal narratives that explain the evidence. These narratives are built up from people’s causal understanding of how things typically happen, and in particular how protagonists act on the basis of psychological states such as intentions. It also emphasises that smaller causal schemas (scripts and episodes) are pieced together to construct an overarching story, and that this story dictates people’s subsequent decisions. In these respects, the idiom-based approach is very similar to the story model, especially in its emphasis on reusable and combinable causal schemas. These similarities mean that the wealth of empirical data gathered by the story model in support of the role of causal representations can also be taken to confirm the idiom-based approach.

However, there are important differences between the two accounts. The idiom-based approach is rooted in the BN framework, with idioms corresponding to the qualitative (graphical) component of this framework. This gives it both a normative and computational basis in probabilistic reasoning. In contrast, the story model explicitly disavows the use of probabilistic inference, and has no clear formal basis or link to normative theories of evidence evaluation. We believe that the story model’s rejection of probabilistic reasoning is premature, and partly due to a failure to distinguish the qualitative and quantitative aspects of probabilistic approaches. Our proposed account focuses on qualitative aspects of Bayesian reasoning. In addition, there are a variety of qualitative reasoning systems (Druzdzel 1996; Parsons 2001; Keppens 2007) that capture sound probabilistic inference without requiring fully Bayesian computations over precise probability assignments.

The relation between the idiom-based approach and the story model merits further exploration, both with regard to integrating the notions of causal idioms and schemas, and clarifying the role of probabilistic reasoning. This is particularly pertinent in light of recent movements in cognitive science that apply more sophisticated Bayesian models to cognition (Krynski and Tenenbaum 2007; Oaksford and Chater 2007, 2010; Griffiths, Kemp and Tenenbaum 2008). Of particular relevance here is research that gives a Bayesian account of argumentation (Hahn and Oaksford 2007; Harris and Hahn 2009; Corner et al. 2011; Jarvstad and Hahn 2011; see also Hahn, Oaksford and Harris 2012). This latter work dovetails with the claims made in this paper, and potentially provides an overarching framework for argument evaluation in general. In this light, the BN framework, combined with causal idioms, seems an apposite framework to revisit earlier models of juror reasoning.
6. Conclusions
We have presented an idiom-based framework for understanding evidential reasoning. In particular, we have focused on modelling witness and alibi testimony, and how these interrelate with other pieces of evidence. We believe that the idiom-based framework provides a rigorous foundation for modelling and assessing legal arguments, and that it serves as a guiding framework for key aspects of human evidential reasoning. For example, recall the legal case where the grandmother’s alibi testimony was discredited. In the actual appeal of this case, it was ruled that the conviction was unsafe because the judge had not given appropriate instructions to the jury on what conclusions could legitimately be drawn from a false alibi. Our Bayesian analysis clarifies the key assumptions and inferences in such a case. The approach also has the potential to be developed into a principled tool for structuring our thinking about complex legal cases. Thus, it might serve as a useful corrective in those cases where human reasoning does depart from the normative model.
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Notes
1. These conditional probabilities do not need to equal 0.5; there could be contexts where an unreliable source is more likely to give a positive rather than a negative report (or vice-versa). The key point is that they are equal: \[ P(E|H \& \sim R) = P(E|\sim H \& \sim R) \].
2. A similar approach is adopted by Friedman (1987), also using inference networks.
3. The current experiment has a relatively small sample size. However, very similar findings have been replicated with larger sample sizes and across several variations of alibi evidence (see Lagnado 2011, 2012).
4. We lack the space to discuss other formal approaches to legal argument (Walton 2008). For comparison between the BN approach and other theories of argumentation, see Fenton et al. (2012). One of the main differences is that argumentation approaches have typically avoided the use of probability theory and Bayesian reasoning to model uncertainty.
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